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study of dry injection and wet injection for myocardial
perfusion imaging. Myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is
increasingly used as a screening test for coronary artery

disease. The main difference between myocardial
perfusion imaging and other nuclear cardiology

techniques is the use of gamma camera (dry injection)
versus a scintillation camera (wet injection). One

concern of the studies comparing dry injection with wet
injection is that the relative benefit of one technique

versus the other will vary among those who have
varying degrees of coronary artery disease. The studies

included in this review were performed using the
intravenous injection of radiopharmaceuticals (99mTc-
MIBI or 201Tl) and compared the results of dry injection
and wet injection. The two studies provide conflicting

results; one reports that the dry injection technique has
a higher test sensitivity than the wet injection

technique, and the other reports that the wet injection
technique has a higher test sensitivity. Each study used

different radiopharmaceuticals and different imaging
techniques. The studies conclude that the choice of

myocardial perfusion imaging technique is determined
more by the radiopharmaceutical selected than by the

imaging technique.Friday, March 23, 2017 What's on my
desktop (3/23/17): The traveling man Not yet finished
with the traveling man, but sharing some interesting

background data that popped up while reading the Philip
Galiana book, The Haunted Wood: A Social History of the
Redwoods: I spotted something about the Redwoods in
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a footnote in a multi-volume work (The Life of Popular
Poetry, edited by Sydney Lea) by Philip Galiana. A

footnote reads: “Redwood trees? I have some. I got
them for Christmas in a Christmas tree orchard. I

planned to make some sort of shrine to the King of the
Night, but never got around to it.” This footnote is

intriguing in light of the various stories about the various
populations of supernatural
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